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Goals of the ProjectGoals of the Project

Improve representation of Latin America Improve representation of Latin America 
(LA) in global models(LA) in global models

Focus global modelersFocus global modelers’’ attention on LAattention on LA
Draw on regional expertiseDraw on regional expertise
Consider approaches to addressing key Consider approaches to addressing key 
modeling gapsmodeling gaps
Determine appropriate level of aggregation in Determine appropriate level of aggregation in 
modelsmodels



Goals (continued)Goals (continued)

Strengthen participation of Latin American Strengthen participation of Latin American 
experts in the climate and economic experts in the climate and economic 
modeling communitymodeling community

Participate in EMF, IPCC, etc meetingsParticipate in EMF, IPCC, etc meetings
Work with regional and global modelers to Work with regional and global modelers to 
improve regional representationimprove regional representation
Involvement in development of new scenariosInvolvement in development of new scenarios



OutlineOutline

1.1. Definition of the region and source of emissionsDefinition of the region and source of emissions

2.2. Latin AmericaLatin America in in globalglobal models models –– and regionaland regional

3.3. KeyKey gapsgaps toto considerconsider

4.4. Criteria to include countriesCriteria to include countries

5.5. SuggestedSuggested approach(es)approach(es) toto addressaddress gaps, benefits and gaps, benefits and 
discussiondiscussion



1. Definition 1. Definition …… and sourcesand sources

Latin America covers the following Latin America covers the following 
countries and regions:countries and regions:

MexicoMexico
Central AmericaCentral America
CaribbeanCaribbean
South America and islandsSouth America and islands



RelevanceRelevance

Carbon dioxide emissions from LA went from Carbon dioxide emissions from LA went from 
4.5% of world carbon dioxide emissions in 1990 4.5% of world carbon dioxide emissions in 1990 
to 5.3% in 2003. to 5.3% in 2003. 
They are expected to increase to 6.1% in 2030, They are expected to increase to 6.1% in 2030, 
according to projections (EIA, 2006).according to projections (EIA, 2006).
Mexico and Brazil represent roughly 50% of Mexico and Brazil represent roughly 50% of 
emissions from Latin America emissions from Latin America –– last 20 yearslast 20 years
Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina 
generate over 70% of the regiongenerate over 70% of the region’’s emissions s emissions 



Trends in carbon dioxide emissionsTrends in carbon dioxide emissions

Carbon doxide emissions by region, reference case
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Where do emissions come from?Where do emissions come from?

Fossil fuel consumption and flaringFossil fuel consumption and flaring

Deforestation and land use changeDeforestation and land use change

And nonAnd non--COCO22, i.e. landfills , i.e. landfills 

Main sources vary by countryMain sources vary by country



CountryCountry 19801980 19851985 19901990 19951995 20002000 20022002 Percentage Percentage 
Change Change 

(1980(1980--2002)2002)

MexicoMexico 237237 274274 308308 319319 376376 363363 52.952.9

BrazilBrazil 191191 190190 253253 302302 338338 346346 81.681.6

ArgentinaArgentina 9595 9696 104104 122122 135135 120120 26.726.7

VenezuelaVenezuela 9696 9595 110110 123123 133133 143143 54.254.2

ColombiaColombia 4040 4444 4141 5353 5959 5959 48.948.9

ChileChile 2424 2020 3232 4040 5555 5454 125.0125.0

CubaCuba 3232 3535 3636 3030 3333 3434 4.54.5

Puerto RicoPuerto Rico 2828 2222 2020 2424 2727 3535 21.221.2

PeruPeru 2323 2323 2020 2525 2929 2828 22.622.6

Latin American TotalLatin American Total 876876 897897 10411041 11881188 13581358 13681368 56.256.2

World World 1863618636 1962819628 2163821638 2210722107 2389123891 2453324533 31.631.6

Source: EIA, 2002.

Carbon emissions from fossil fuel consumption and flaring  
(million metric tons of carbon dioxide)



2. 2. RepresentationRepresentation ofof LAC in global LAC in global modelsmodels
GTAPEGTAPE--LTDLTD

MexicoMexico, Venezuela, , Venezuela, BrazilBrazil, Argentina, , Argentina, RestRest ofof LatinLatin AmericaAmerica

AIMAIM
Argentina, Brazil; Other Latin America and Caribbean in Rest of Argentina, Brazil; Other Latin America and Caribbean in Rest of WorldWorld

MESSAGEMESSAGE
Latin America and the Caribbean (LAM)Latin America and the Caribbean (LAM)

MiniCAMMiniCAM
Latin AmericaLatin America

SGMSGM
Mexico, Latin America in Rest of the World. Brazil is not incorpMexico, Latin America in Rest of the World. Brazil is not incorporated yetorated yet

EnvEnv--LinkageLinkage
MexicoMexico, , BrazilBrazil, Central , Central AmericaAmerica, , LatinLatin AmericaAmerica

IMAGEIMAGE
Central America (includes Mexico and Caribbean) and South AmericCentral America (includes Mexico and Caribbean) and South Americaa



So, how is Latin America really represented?So, how is Latin America really represented?

Some countries are modeled individually, Some countries are modeled individually, 
specially when a local modeler is involvedspecially when a local modeler is involved
Other countries are lumped together, Other countries are lumped together, 
either in a Latin American region or in the either in a Latin American region or in the 
Rest of the World, butRest of the World, but……
Socioeconomic data reflecting individual Socioeconomic data reflecting individual 
countries are averaged into regional countries are averaged into regional 
trends (IADB, GTAP, EIA, UN)trends (IADB, GTAP, EIA, UN)



Discussion of inputs and results of Discussion of inputs and results of 
global modelsglobal models

Population: usually weighted growth rate (IADB and UN Population: usually weighted growth rate (IADB and UN 
population projections, or directly from SRES)population projections, or directly from SRES)
GDP: weighted growth rate, IMF, GTAPGDP: weighted growth rate, IMF, GTAP
Factor productivity: for different levels of income, applied Factor productivity: for different levels of income, applied 
according to best guestaccording to best guest
Energy consumption: based on initial structure, then Energy consumption: based on initial structure, then 
projected depending on income growthprojected depending on income growth
Other: exports, technological change, representative Other: exports, technological change, representative 
crop yield (some), energy consumption by fuel type, crop yield (some), energy consumption by fuel type, 
energy consumption by use (electricity and nonenergy consumption by use (electricity and non--
electricity), energy prices, land use and coverage, GHG electricity), energy prices, land use and coverage, GHG 
emissions (fossil fuels and cement CO2, CO2 from land emissions (fossil fuels and cement CO2, CO2 from land 
use, nonuse, non--CO2 like N2O and CH4.CO2 like N2O and CH4.



On regional modelsOn regional models

Not really regional, they are country level!Not really regional, they are country level!
Very different modeling techniques:Very different modeling techniques:

Mexico: CGE, MARKAL, MODEMA, LEAP, STAIRMexico: CGE, MARKAL, MODEMA, LEAP, STAIR--M, M, 
BRUSBRUS--M, MOSDECM, MOSDEC
Brazil: IMACLIM (CGE), MAED for energy demand Brazil: IMACLIM (CGE), MAED for energy demand 
and MESSAGE for energy supplyand MESSAGE for energy supply
Colombia: MARKALColombia: MARKAL
Argentina: LEAPArgentina: LEAP

No consistency in data and models across No consistency in data and models across 
countries on the regioncountries on the region



3.3. KeyKey gapsgaps toto considerconsider
PopulationPopulation growthgrowth

EconomicEconomic growthgrowth

EnergyEnergy useuse

EnergyEnergy sourcessources

Technology, production and consumption mixTechnology, production and consumption mix

Sources and types of GHG emissionsSources and types of GHG emissions



PopulationPopulation growthgrowth, 1998, 1998
((annualannual percentagepercentage changechange))

Source: http://www.overpopulation.com/faq/Basic_Information/population_growth_rate/maps/latin_america.html

2.60 to 3.802.60 to 3.80

2.0000 to 2.592.0000 to 2.59

1.30 to 1.991.30 to 1.99

0.50 to 1.290.50 to 1.29

--0.80 to 0.490.80 to 0.49



GDP growth rates in real terms,  2005GDP growth rates in real terms,  2005

Sources: National statistical institutes, central banks and calculations by LatinFocus. 
http://www.latin-focus.com/latinfocus/countries/latam/latgdpgrowth.htm



Output Output growthgrowth
Country or Country or 
RegionRegion

9595--0303 20042004 20052005 2006 2006 
projectedprojected

2007 2007 
projectedprojected

MexicoMexico 2.62.6 4.24.2 3.03.0 4.44.4 3.33.3

ArgentinaArgentina 0.40.4 9.09.0 9.29.2 8.08.0 6.06.0

BrazilBrazil 2.12.1 4.94.9 2.32.3 3.23.2 4.04.0

ChileChile 4.64.6 6.26.2 6.36.3 5.25.2 5.55.5

ColombiaColombia 1.91.9 4.84.8 5.25.2 5.25.2 4.54.5

VenezuelaVenezuela --0.60.6 17.917.9 9.39.3 7.57.5 3.73.7

Central Central 
AmericaAmerica

3.73.7 3.93.9 4.44.4 5.15.1 4.74.7

CaribbeanCaribbean 4.24.2 2.42.4 6.76.7 7.77.7 5.55.5

Latin Latin 
America and America and 
the the 
CaribbeanCaribbean

2.22.2 5.75.7 4.44.4 4.84.8 4.34.3

Source: IMF, 2006.



MexicoMexico andand BrazilBrazil more more have a much higherhave a much higher energyenergy
consumptionconsumption thanthan Venezuela, Argentina Venezuela, Argentina andand Colombia. Colombia. 



EnergyEnergy sourcessources are are veryvery differentdifferent: : BrazilBrazil producedproduced
energyenergy fromfrom hydropowerhydropower andand MexicoMexico fromfrom oil oil 
mainlymainly..
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Source: EIA, 2004.

EnergyEnergy intensityintensity variesvaries accrossaccross countriescountries andand subsub--regionsregions..



OtherOther issuesissues

TechnologyTechnology, , productionproduction andand consumption: great variety, consumption: great variety, 
yet taken as one! Technology improvement rate for each yet taken as one! Technology improvement rate for each 
region is used, but significant differences across region is used, but significant differences across 
technologies are not reflectedtechnologies are not reflected

SourceSource andand typetype ofof GHG GHG emissions: vary widely across emissions: vary widely across 
countriescountries

Different time horizons and time stepsDifferent time horizons and time steps

Used as planning and policy making tools, rather than Used as planning and policy making tools, rather than 
forecasting the long termforecasting the long term



Key issues in Latin American modeling Key issues in Latin American modeling 
and scenario development (Rio)and scenario development (Rio)

Divergent purposes of model development and use and aims of globDivergent purposes of model development and use and aims of global and al and 
Latin American modelersLatin American modelers

Policy analysis and energy planning tools to support economic poPolicy analysis and energy planning tools to support economic policylicy
LongLong--term energy decision making and global trends of term energy decision making and global trends of GHGsGHGs (levels and/or (levels and/or 
concentrations) using aggregate regionsconcentrations) using aggregate regions

Divergences among models in choices of baseDivergences among models in choices of base--year and baselinesyear and baselines
Lack of institutional durability and consistent data gatheringLack of institutional durability and consistent data gathering

modelers neededmodelers needed
need datasets and data gathering protocolsneed datasets and data gathering protocols
Government not obliged to relate modeling to climate change due Government not obliged to relate modeling to climate change due to nonto non--binding binding 
commitments (noncommitments (non--Annex 1)Annex 1)

Shifting dynamics of demographic and socioeconomic patternsShifting dynamics of demographic and socioeconomic patterns
UrbanizationUrbanization
Population growthPopulation growth
Labor forceLabor force
TradeTrade

Challenges of NonChallenges of Non--CO2 greenhouse gas emissions characterizationCO2 greenhouse gas emissions characterization



4. Criteria to select breakdown of LA4. Criteria to select breakdown of LA

1.1. Interest of local modelers Interest of local modelers 
2.2. Data availabilityData availability
3.3. Size of country: Size of country: 

•• population and economypopulation and economy--wisewise
•• Energy use and productionEnergy use and production
•• EmissionsEmissions--wisewise

4.4. CountryCountry--level models to compare results from breakdownlevel models to compare results from breakdown
5.5. OtherOther……??

SuggestionSuggestion
Mexico Mexico 
Brazil Brazil 
Venezuela (?)Venezuela (?)
Argentina Argentina 
Central America and Caribbean Central America and Caribbean 
Rest of South AmericaRest of South America

Yet, further detail for LA has a tradeoff with other regions in Yet, further detail for LA has a tradeoff with other regions in the model!the model!



5. Suggestions to address gaps5. Suggestions to address gaps
Option 1 (or Phase 1)Option 1 (or Phase 1)

1. Set framework to build a set of country1. Set framework to build a set of country--level models.level models.
2. Integrate those models into a Latin American regional model2. Integrate those models into a Latin American regional model
3. Use this model within global models and get new global result3. Use this model within global models and get new global results with details s with details 

for Latin American countries and regionsfor Latin American countries and regions

Option 2Option 2

1.      Select a global model based on willingness of modelers, 1.      Select a global model based on willingness of modelers, simplicity, and simplicity, and 
how well suited it is to answer specific questions.how well suited it is to answer specific questions.

2.       Decide on breakdown of the region2.       Decide on breakdown of the region
3.       Global3.       Global andand regional regional modelersmodelers jointlyjointly definedefine data data forfor extended global extended global 

modelmodel. . 
4.       Global modeler runs the model under the same scenarios 4.       Global modeler runs the model under the same scenarios but under but under 

different breakdowns. different breakdowns. 
5.       Analyze if this breakdown is worthwhile.5.       Analyze if this breakdown is worthwhile.



Benefits of collaborationBenefits of collaboration

Global Global ModelersModelers::
BetterBetter understandingunderstanding ofof underlyingunderlying trendstrends in particular countries and inin particular countries and in thethe
regionregion
Access Access toto adequateadequate data data toto improveimprove theirtheir modelsmodels thatthat wouldwould be be veryvery hardhard toto
gathergather onon theirtheir ownown
Output Output willwill be more be more detaileddetailed and therefore used as input for impact analysisand therefore used as input for impact analysis
TestingTesting ofof regional regional strategiesstrategies willwill be more be more meaningful (postmeaningful (post--Kyoto Kyoto 
negotiations)negotiations)

Regional Regional modelersmodelers::
Build a consistent set of countryBuild a consistent set of country--level level modelslevel level models
Integrate countryIntegrate country--level models into a truely regional modellevel models into a truely regional model
ImprovedImproved representationrepresentation ofof countries and region incountries and region in global global modelsmodels
SpecificSpecific sectorssectors’’ interactionsinteractions may be may be betterbetter shownshown
ScenariosScenarios ofof interestinterest forfor regional regional decisiondecision makersmakers may be may be runrun in country,in country,
regional and globalregional and global modelsmodels



Discussion questionsDiscussion questions

Feedback/advise on how to improve Feedback/advise on how to improve 
representation of region in global models?representation of region in global models?

Is this the appropriate level of Is this the appropriate level of 
disaggregationdisaggregation? Pros and cons? Pros and cons……

Is there interest of global modelers?Is there interest of global modelers?
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